Objective: The objective of this article is to determine the functional brain correlates of information processing speed in multiple sclerosis (MS) patients who smoke cannabis and those who are drug naïve. Methods: Two neurologically and demographically matched samples of MS patients were enrolled, those who smoked cannabis daily (n ¼ 20) and those who were cannabis naïve (n ¼ 19). All participants completed the Brief Repeatable Battery of Neuropsychological Tests and underwent fMRI testing during which they were administered a modified version of the Symbol Digit Modalities Test (mSDMT). Results: The cannabis group responded slower in nine of 11 blocks of the mSDMT (p < 0.001), showing a trend toward a slower response time (p < 0.08), but did not differ in the accuracy of response (p < 0.18). Both groups displayed activation in a prefrontal cortex-parietal network associated with information processing speed. When compared to the cannabis-naïve group, cannabis users showed less activation in the right (p ¼ 0.009) and left (p ¼ 0.001) thalami and increased activation in the anterior cingulate (p ¼ 0.006). Conclusion: Regular cannabis use in MS patients is associated with slower information processing speed and a pattern of cerebral activity that differs from cannabis-naïve individuals, most notably in a bilateral reduction of thalamic activity.
Introduction
A recent review from the American Academy of Neurology concluded that empirical data relating to the putative benefits of smoking or ingesting cannabis in a disease like multiple sclerosis (MS) were lacking. 1 Nevertheless, approximately 1422% of people with MS continue to use cannabis for widely divergent reasons such as symptom management and recreation. 2, 3 There is also emerging literature suggesting that smoking cannabis may further compromise cognition in this population. Three studies with three different samples of participants, albeit from the same research group, have reported that MS cannabis users have more cognitive difficulties than demographically and disease-matched MS patients who are cannabis naïve. 46 These deficits encompass information processing speed, verbal and visual-spatial memory, executive function and visual-spatial abilities. Given that 4070% of people with MS are cognitively compromised to begin with, any other agent further compromising cognition must be cause for concern.
Tentative evidence also indicates that MS cannabis users have a more dysfunctional pattern of cerebral activation when performing a cognitive task. In a study exploring working memory, MS patients who tested positive for the presence of cannabis metabolites not only performed more poorly relative to cannabis-free individuals as the task became increasingly complex, they also demonstrated two notable differences on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), namely increased activation in neural networks implicated in working memory Multiple Sclerosis Journal Experimental, Translational and Clinical and a more diffuse pattern of cerebral activation in general. The present study looks to expand this focus of inquiry by exploring cerebral activation linked to the performance of the Symbol Digit Modalities Test (SDMT), one of the more sensitive markers of cognitive impairment in MS. 7, 8 Sample selection Information on patient recruitment has been reported previously. 5 To summarize, two groups of righthanded individuals with a confirmed diagnosis of MS were enrolled. The first (n ¼ 20) were daily cannabis users while the second (n ¼ 19) were cannabis naïve. All 20 participants designated users smoked cannabis. There was no other method of use. The groups were matched on demographic and neurologic variables. All participants had normal or corrected-tonormal vision.
Cannabis assessment
Cannabis use was confirmed on urine testing by the presence of two metabolites, 11-nor-delta-9-THC-9-carboxylic-acid-B glucuronide (THC-COOH glucuronide) and 11-nor-delta-9-THC-9-carboxylic acid (THC-COOH). Participants were instructed not to smoke cannabis for at least 24 hours prior to testing. To ensure the patients were not acutely intoxicated during testing, saliva samples were collected to screen for Á9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) using NarcoCheck, which detects cannabis use within four to six hours. Patients who were acutely intoxicated were excluded from the study. All participants in the cannabis group also completed the Cannabis Withdrawal Scale. 9 Total scores below 51 indicate the absence of withdrawal symptoms.
Demographic and neuropsychological testing
All participants were administered the MS Brief Repeatable Neuropsychological Battery, 10 which includes measures of verbal (Selective Reminding Test Revised) and visual (10/36 Spatial Recall Test) memory, information processing speed (Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test (2s and 3s) and SDMT), and attention and semantic memory (Word List Generation). In addition, dexterity was assessed with the Purdue Pegboard Test, 11 pre-morbid intellectual quotient (IQ) was assessed with the Wechsler Test of Adult Reading (WTAR), 12 anxiety and depression with the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), 13 in which scores !8 denote clinically significant anxiety and depression, respectively, 14 and fatigue with the modified Fatigue Impact Scale (mFIS). 15 
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MRI scanning parameters
MRIs were collected on a 3T MRI scanner (GE HealthCare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) using a standard birdcage head coil. Prior to the functional scans, high-resolution anatomical scans were acquired for each participant (repetition time (TR) ¼ 8. Details pertaining to the methods used to determine lesion, gray-matter (GM) and white-matter (WM) volumes have been reported previously. 5 To summarize, the T1 and PD/T2 images were used for brain extraction and generation of a brain mask encompassing the full intracranial cavity. Segmentation of brain tissues were divided into GM, WM and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) using the brain mask. The fully automatic segmentation algorithm is histogram based and uses an expectation maximization algorithm to model a four-Gaussian mixture both for global and local histograms. The means of the local Gaussians for GM, WM, and CSF are used to set local thresholds for tissue classification. fMRI acquisitions used T2-weighted gradient echo imaging to obtain blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) images, from which maps of inferred neuronal activation were derived. The current protocol involves single-shot spiral k-space acquisitions with in-out readout, as developed at Stanford University (FA/TE/TR ¼ 70 degrees/ 30 ms/2000 ms, 20 cm FOV, 5 mm thick, 26 slices, effective matrix size 90 Â 90). The duration of the SDMT fMRI scan was nine minutes and 26 seconds.
fMRI paradigm
The SDMT, 16 a test of information processing speed, was modified for fMRI presentation to avoid verbal responses. 17 Participants responded to each visual stimulus via a two-button response pad (Current Designs Inc) with accuracy and response times recorded in E-prime 2.0 Professional. The SDMT is a simple substitution task. Using a reference key, patients were asked to determine if a pair of geometric symbols and numbers matched a key of two rows of nine boxes that are shown in the middle of the screen, where the top row contains geometric symbols and is matched with the bottom row, which contains numbers 1 through 9. Each stimulus contained a lone pair of boxes presented below the key that also contained a geometric symbol in the top box and the number below. Patients were instructed to press the ''green'' button when the lone pair of geometric symbol and number matched the key presented on the current slide, and the ''red'' button when the presented lone pair did not match the presented key. The mSDMT was presented in 26-second blocks with intermittent 26-second ''resting'' blocks where only a fixation symbol was present in the middle of the screen.
Image pre-processing and statistical analyses were performed using BrainVoyager QX 2.8 (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Prior to co-registration, the fMRI data were pre-processed by linear trend removal, Gaussian spatial smoothing with a full-width half-maximum value of 6 mm, and a three-dimensional motion correction using trilinear interpolation to detect and correct for small head movements during the scan by spatially realigning all subsequent volumes to the fifth volume. Functional data sets were transformed into Talairach space by co-registering the functional data with the anatomical data for each participant. Subsequent analyses were performed within individual participants and across the groups. The first five of 289 volumes of each time series were deleted to remove transient signal changes related to the steady magnetization. In order to statistically evaluate the cerebral activation during the SDMT task, a multiple regression method was used using the task blocks as predictors with the resting blocks serving as a baseline. The stimulation protocol was convolved with a boxcar hemodynamic response function 18 to account for the expected shape and temporal delays of the physiological response and was used in the general linear model. A random-effects analysis was used within groups to generate activation maps. A random-effects analysis was also used to compare activations across the groups. Contrast maps were created using a voxel-based approach to show relative changes between tasks (SDMT > Rest) and across groups (Noncannabis > Cannabis). Activated voxels in the with-in group analysis were considered significant if the threshold exceeded a Bonferroni correction, while activated voxels in the between-group analysis were considered significant if they exceeded a threshold of p < 0.001 and forming 33 contiguous voxels, based on a cluster size threshold estimator stimulation (BrainVoyager QX 2.6 software, Brain Innovation, corresponding to a corrected threshold of p < 0.05. 19 The center of gravity and t-statistics were extracted for each significant cluster. All functional imaging analysis was conducted blind to the cognitive results.
Results
Demographic, neurologic and cognitive data Demographic and neurologic findings did not differ between the two groups (see Table 1 ). There were no group differences in terms of weekly alcohol consumption (t ¼ 0.69; p ¼ 0.95) or smoking cigarettes (x 2 ¼ 0.27; p ¼ 0.61). Cannabis smokers were more impaired on the 10/36 Spatial Recall Test and the 2-second PASAT relative to noncannabis users (see Table 1 ). On the mSDMT there was no difference in the accuracy of response, but cannabis users responded slower. Our block design involved 11 sequential groups of symbols and numbers. In nine of these, the cannabis group had slower response times than the noncannabis group (chi square ¼ 36.00; p < 0.001; see Figure 1 ). This translated into a trend for an overall slower response time in the cannabis group for the entire test (see Table 1 ). There were no group differences on the HADS and mFIS. fMRI results Common areas of activation within the cannabis and noncannabis groups were found in the left medial frontal, left superior frontal, right and left precentral gyri, the left superior parietal lobule, and right inferior parietal lobule, but some regional differences were present too (see Table 2 and Figure 2) . Betweengroup analysis revealed significantly reduced activation in the cannabis group in the following regions: the left and right thalamus, the parahippocampal gyrus, the superior temporal gyrus, the left inferior gyrus, and the left and right precuneus (see Table 3 and Figure 3 ). Increased activation in the cannabis group was observed in the right and left superior frontal gyri, left middle temporal gyri, right anterior cingulate, and the right posterior cingulate gyrus.
Discussion
The most notable results to emerge from this study were cannabis-smoking MS patients relative to those who were cannabis naïve had slower reaction times on the mSDMT and displayed a different pattern of cerebral activation when completing the mSDMT. Before discussing the functional imaging findings, a closer inspection of the mSDMT results is necessary.
The slower response of the MS cannabis group on the mSDMT cannot be attributed to cannabis withdrawal as our results reveal. They also cannot be explained by greater impairments in fine motor coordination or motor speed because the two groups performed similarly on the Purdue Pegboard task. The cannabis users did not, however, make more errors on the mSDMT and traditional paper versions of the SDMT. The latter result is at odds with findings from two of our previous studies in which cannabis users were found to be more impaired. While a bigger sample size may have tipped the present result does not always reveal group differences. To begin with, SDMT comparisons between MS patients and healthy controls have, on occasion failed to find differences, even in the presence of robust sample sizes. 21, 22 Of particular relevance to our data are two fMRI studies using a similar paradigm to the one we adopted in which no differences were found between people with MS and healthy controls in their accuracy of response, 23, 24 although the MS group members were again slower in their response times.
The absence of significant differences in performance accuracy on the mSDMT in our study was not matched by the fMRI data. Here a different pattern of cerebral activation emerged between the two groups. Given that there are no mSDMT-fMRI data in either people with MS or healthy controls who smoke cannabis, we need to look elsewhere to place our results in a broader context. A useful place to start is the information processing speedfMRI literature uncontaminated by cannabis use. A consistent finding to emerge here irrespective of the cognitive test used is the central role played by a prefrontal cortex (PFC)-parietal network. 25, 26 In the study referenced earlier in which MS patients were Figure 2 . Within-group activations of the SDMT >Rest contrast using a Bonferroni correction. SDMT: Symbol Digit Modalities Test; Rest: resting state.
slower, but equally accurate in their responses relative to healthy individuals, reduced cerebral activation in the PFC-parietal network was seen in the MS group.
24 Surprisingly, however, the MS group displayed no signs of compensatory activity, a finding at odds with results from another study also probing information processing speed, albeit with the Computerized Test of Information Processing. 27 Here, increased activation was discernible in the MS group in the prefrontal cortex and right temporal gyri. As it is unlikely that these contradictory findings are due to differences in the cognitive paradigm used, further research will be needed to clarify the situation. Greater certainty, however, pertains to the cerebral response to more demanding tests of processing speed. Reducing the inter-stimulus interval produces not only more activation within the well described fronto-parietal regions, but also the recruitment of additional brain regions that extend from the presupplementary motor area into the cingulate gyrus. 25 Returning to our study, we see that our data overlap to a degree with the studies reported above. Both the cannabis and noncannabis groups showed activation in the PFC and parietal regions when performing the mSDMT in keeping with this well-defined information processing circuit. There was also common activation in the precentral gyrus given the motor component to the task. However, a between group analysis confirmed thalamic activation in the cannabis naïve group only. The importance of the thalamus in mediating aspects of cognition in MS has long been recognized. Enlargement of the third ventricle, considered a proxy for thalamic atrophy, was the earliest finding on CT brain scan to correlate with impaired cognition. 28 Since then, numerous brain MRI studies have replicated and extended this finding. 29, 30 In a study that explored the relationship between five brain MRI indices of pathology (T1 and T2 lesion volume, third ventricle width, bicaudate ratio and brain parenchymal fraction) and a host of cognitive variables, it was third ventricle width that emerged as the most robust predictor of cognitive impairment. 31 Moreover, the strongest correlation was found with the SDMT. More recently, subtle indices of thalamic pathology, such as resting state functional connectivity 32 and altered diffusion tensor imaging metrics such as mean diffusivity 33 have been linked to impaired cognition in MS patients.
A relative fall-off in thalamic activation may therefore explain, in part, why the reaction times are slower on the mSDMT in MS patients who smoke cannabis. The CB1 cannabinoid receptor is present in the thalamus, albeit in lower concentrations than in the basal ganglia and hippocampus (particularly the dentate gyrus, CA3 region), amygdala and hypothalamus. 34 Á 9 -THC induced decrease in neuronal firing is thought to modulate the memory impairment associated with cannabis use, 35 and the same mechanism may well be implicated when it comes to information processing speed. The challenge, however, when drawing an analogy between these data and our own is that we must first take into account the effects of MS on brain activity and from there factor in the potential effects of the Á 9 -THC. Confining our observations to the MS cannabis naïve group the pattern of cerebral activation seen resembles that reported in a study that used the same mSDMT paradigm albeit with a slightly slower speed of digit presentation, i.e. PFC-parietal plus ancillary ancillary responses from the thalamus, insula and anterior cingulate. 24 When we focus on the MS cannabis group we see a reduction in thalamic activation as mentioned above, but more prominent activity in the anterior cingulate. The effects of cannabis on the limbic system, of which the anterior cingulate is a part, are well described 36 and as such the activation that is apparent may possibly reflect a further attempt at brain compensatory activity as it pertains to processing speed. Here it is noteworthy that a critical review of the effects of cannabis on cognition and brain activation in healthy subjects observed that a common thread linked the 11 fMRI studies deemed methodologically worthy of inclusion, namely increased activation in anterior cingulate and PFC Figure 3 . Between-group activations for the cannabis and noncannabis groups (p < 0.05).
regions. 37 While none of these 11 studies used the SDMT, the cognitive domains that were challenged were attention, memory and processing speed, hence the parallels with our cannabis imaging data. In keeping with this finding, and bolstering our data, a double-blind, placebo-controlled positron-emission tomography (PET) study of auditory attention in 12 healthy recreational cannabis users scanned before and after smoking cannabis and placebo cigarettes, reported significant between group differences. In particular, the cannabis group showed increased regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in the anterior cingulate and medial prefrontal regions and reduced rCBF in the thalamus, among other regions. 36 This raises the question of whether altered rCBF influenced the fMRI findings in our study. While our methodology cannot answer this, such an association has been reported, 38, 39 albeit not in the cannabis literature.
Our study is not without limitations. For example, the inclusion of healthy, cannabis-smoking control individuals would have been helpful when it came to parsing the mSDMT fMRI data with greater accuracy. This would also have obviated our need to extrapolate findings from other imaging studies that used different information processing speed paradigms. Nevertheless, our mSDMT and fMRI data provide further clues as to the potentially negative effects of smoking cannabis of the mentation of patients with MS. In arriving at our conclusions we are cognizant of anecdotal evidence from MS patients who report that cannabis can alleviate some of their symptoms of the disease. As with any drug treatment, weighing the benefits and side effects is necessary in informing choice. Our data are in need of replication, but when seen alongside previous studies, introduces a cautionary note into the unfolding cannabis story.
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